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What does this appendix do?  

This appendix supports the submission of South East Water’s Water Resources Management 

Plan for 2020-2080 and provides:  

 An overview of our leakage strategy and performance to date 

 Details of our strategy for leakage management for the period 2020 to 2025 

The evidence you will find in this appendix 

The following evidence is included in this appendix: 

 Our current leakage performance 

 Our plans for leakage reduction in AMP7 and beyond 

 Our plans for the consistent reporting of leakage data and activity  

The decisions we have made based on this evidence  

We have made the following decisions based on this evidence:  

 Our plan will include more than 43 Ml/d of further leakage reductions that have been 

identified as part of the  WRMP19 options appraisal process 

 We will implement a plan of improvements to enable consistent reporting of leakage 

data and activity from the start of AMP7 

 We will agree with Ofwat incentives for outperforming this plan and penalties for 

underperformance 

The data tables you will find in this appendix 

You will find the following data tables in this appendix: 

 Graphs of comparative leakage performance 

 Tables and graphs relating to leakage economics 

Other evidence and data that supports our decisions 

You will find additional information on leakage options, our decision-making process, and details 

of our preferred plan in sections 7, 8 and 9 of the WRMP19 document. 

Need further information?  

Please email wre@southeastwater.co.uk if you require further information or wish to clarify 

anything in this appendix.  
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Executive summary   

Introduction 

Our leakage performance is one of the best in England and Wales and we are in the upper performance quartile 

(meaning that our leakage performance is better than that of 75 per cent of water companies). Our Infrastructure 

Leakage Index of 1.27 places us at the highest category A, reinforcing this performance. Since 2000-01, we 

have reduced the volume of leakage by 22 per cent. This starting position presents greater challenges to reduce 

leakage further with further opportunities to do so likely to be heavily dependent on new technology.  

This appendix provides additional information around the specific issue of leakage that supports WRMP19. 

While our current performance is good, we know from our research (see WRMP19 Section 8) that customers 

prefer leakage reduction to other options.  This appendix therefore explains the process we followed in 

developing a plan to achieve further, leakage reductions.  It also sets out how we plan to outperform the targets 

set out in the WRMP19 and how we will deal with this outperformance in the Business Plan. 

Baseline leakage 

Since the publication of our WRMP14 we have developed a leakage strategy to outperform our WRMP14 

commitment and improve customers’ satisfaction with this aspect of their water supply service. We have 

invested in new technology and increased the efficiency and effectiveness of our leakage resources. Thanks to 

this investment, we have outperformed our commitment on leakage by 2.3 Ml/d so that in 2017-18 our total 

leakage was 87.7 Ml/d against the WRMP14 commitment of 90.9 Ml/d.  So far, the water saved from this activity 

has allowed us to defer two groundwater schemes proposed in WRMP14, which we know would have had 

environmental impacts.  We propose to continue to outperform our current leakage targets during the remainder 

of AMP6, for instance by trialling a new project on reducing customer supply pipe leakage. 

Our baseline leakage figure for WRMP19 is the figure we reported in our Annual Performance Report for 

2016/17, which is 88.6 Ml/d. We have assumed that our baseline leakage will remain at this level over the entire 

period of the WRMP19 planning horizon; however our plan is to continue to outperform this target using the 

latest innovation to prevent leaks occurring and find even smaller leaks that we can repair more quickly. 

As part of our appraisal of current and future leakage performance we calculate the sustainable economic level 

of leakage (SELL) which, for WRMP19, is an important output from the options appraisal and modelling 

process. The current company-level SELL for AMP6 is calculated as 110.4 Ml/d, which means that our baseline 

leakage performance is 21.8 Ml/d below our SELL. Anticipated cost increases associated with increasing 

demands on a limited resource results in the SELL for AMP7 rising to 117.1 Ml/d before reducing in AMP8 to 

101.0 Ml/d. 

We have calculated leakage on a consistent basis since the merger of South East Water and Mid Kent Water in 

2009 and we are confident that the reductions in leakage we have reported are robust and reliable. However, 

other water companies calculate leakage in different ways, which is why the industry has agreed a new, 

consistent approach to calculating baseline leakage.   

As we are part-way through implementing this new approach, it is not yet possible for us to report leakage in 

complete accordance with the new requirements; nevertheless, we have a plan of improvements in place to 

allow us to do this from 2020. In the meantime, we have assessed the consequences of the level of baseline 

leakage increasing or decreasing by 10 Ml/day and concluded that the effect of the changes on the reported 

elements of water balance, such as per capita consumption or non-household demand, would be negligible. 
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Leakage reduction options for WRMP19 

We have taken a long-term, strategic approach to leakage management as part of an innovative approach to 

improve the management of our network to reduce leakage, provide more information to customers on their 

consumptions, reduce the number and length of interruptions to customers’ supplies and reduce the number of 

times customers get discoloured water. 

 

For AMP7-8, we will build on the achievements of our AMP6 strategy and our company vision (to be the water 

company people want to be supplied by and want to work for) by achieving industry-leading leakage 

performance with the use of smart technology.  

Our strategy and leakage reduction options are underpinned by innovation.  For example, we were one of the 

first water companies in the UK to use the I20 pressure management systems and we have recently bought the 

latest technology in leak noise logging.  We are also trialling the latest innovation in household meters to help 

identify leakage both in on our own pipes and customers’ supply pipes. 

Going forward we have identified a range of options to reduce leakage, which can be broadly considered as two 

pillars: 

 Smart water networks provide an integrated approach to asset management that can bring multiple 

service improvements, such as reduced interruptions, discolouration and bursts. Its main benefit for 

leakage management is the more timely identification of all leaks, but in particular the identification of 

smaller leaks that are the most difficult to find with current technology, on both the network and 

customers’ pipes. 

 Calm networks rely on smooth and stable management of pressure levels within the network, with 

optimised distribution operations to reduce the impact of pressure variations on the network. 

Independent research shows that the marginal costs of reducing leakage increase as leakage reduces (ie, the 

first Ml/d of leakage reduction is cheaper than the second Ml/d, which in turn is cheaper than the third Ml/d).  As 

we have already reduced leakage considerably, it is becoming more difficult to reduce it further, and more 

expensive.  New technology will come along to help and we have factored this into our assessment. Our 

experience also shows that in order to be effective and minimise impact on customers, some new technologies 

take time to implement effectively.   

In terms of leakage reduction options, we have modelled a number of scenarios including the regulatory 

expectation that a further 15 per cent leakage reduction (from our current baseline levels) should be achieved 

by 2025. The final selection of options for our WRMP19 is guided by the expectation of our regulators and the 

government, and t the preferences and support of our customers, via our research on their priorities and 

willingness to pay for investment. Itis also informed by the comparative cost-effectiveness of leakage reductions 

versus other modelled options that can manage the supply demand balance; and the SEA. The selected options 

are described in WRMP19, Section 9, Our Preferred Plan. 

Our preferred plan includes a reduction in leakage by 2025 of 15% on the modelled baseline of 88.6 Ml/d, a 

volumetric reduction of 13.3 Ml/d, bringing the leakage at the end of AMP7 to 75.3 Ml/d. Beyond that, we plan to 

maintain a trajectory of reductions that will halve our current baseline leakage by 2050, effectively bringing 

leakage down to 44.9 Ml/d.  

The reductions up to 2030 will rely on a set of well-defined and cost-effective options developed and refined with 

our leakage and operational teams and industry experts. The reductions planned post-2030 rely on mains 

replacement, the only remaining viable option currently available. However, we recognise that technological 

advances are likely to emerge to help us achieve this reduction more cost-effectively. 
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1. Setting the scene 

1.1 Government and regulatory expectations 

In its Guiding Principles1, the government requires companies to take a long-term, strategic approach 

to water resource planning that represents best value to customers in the long-term. Water companies 

must fully consider and appraise leakage management as an option to balance any supply and 

demand deficit alongside other options. 

The government wants to see a continuing downward trend for leakage during the period covered by 

WRMP19. Water companies are expected to benchmark their leakage levels against those of water 

companies and water suppliers in other countries. Challenging leakage objectives should also be 

informed by the views of customers and based on the potential for innovation in future. 

In its draft methodology for PR19, Ofwat challenged water companies to achieve ambitious leakage 

reductions between 2020 and 2025. Ofwat’s expectation for companies’ performance on leakage is to 

either include a reduction in leakage by 15 per cent by 2025, or to be within upper quartile of industry 

performance on leakage per property per day. If companies do not adopt these targets then they 

should explain why. 

In its “Preparing for a drier future: England’s water infrastructure needs” report published in April 2018, 

National Infrastructure Commission included the following recommendation: 

The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs should set an objective for the water 

industry to halve leakage by 2050, with Ofwat agreeing five year commitments for each 

company (as part of the regulatory cycle) and reporting on progress. 

In this appendix, we set out the process of developing a plan with significant leakage reductions 

informed by the above recommendations, representations to the dWRMP and guided by the 

preferences of our customers.  The full details of options for reducing leakage can be found in Section 

3. Details of all options for addressing the WRMP19 supply-demand deficits, of the decision-making 

process for selecting options, and of our preferred plan (including leakage reductions) can be found in 

WRMP19 sections 7, 8 and 9 respectively. 

1.2 Our leakage performance and ambition 

Aside from ensuring we meet our current and future leakage targets, managing leakage effectively is 

an essential component to maintaining the supply demand balance. Since the publication of WRMP14 

we have developed a leakage strategy to outperform our WRMP14 performance commitment and 

improve customer satisfaction in this aspect of our water supply service. To achieve this, we have 

spent more money on leakage than we set out in our WRMP14 and Business Plan: we have invested 

in new technology; we have also increased the efficiency and effectiveness of our leakage resources 

by restructuring how we work, increasing staff numbers and bringing much of the workforce in-house. 

The challenge we set ourselves was to reduce leakage so that we could defer WRMP14 schemes that 

                                                
 

1 Guiding Principles for Water Resources Planning (Defra, May 2016) 
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may have had environmental impacts. The sections below discuss the progress we have made in 

reducing leakage and deferring the need to develop new water resources. 

1.2.1 Leakage prior to WRMP14 

The two constituent companies that formed South East Water in 2009 made substantial reductions in 

leakage prior to the merger, and this has continued since. Figure 1 charts the progress made in 

reducing leakage since 2000. In the 17-year period shown in Figure 1 we have reduced our total 

leakage by 26.6 Ml/d – that’s a reduction of 23 per cent.   

Figure 1: Our historical leakage reductions* 

 

*  Total leakage prior to 2009 is a sum of leakage in Mid Kent Water and South East Water. Regulatory target is shown from the 

year of merger between South East Water and Mid Kent Water. 

 

1.2.2 Leakage management since WRMP14 

Two of our AMP6 Outcome Delivery Incentives (ODIs) are related to leakage: the first sets a numerical 

leakage reduction target in Ml/d; the second recognises that customers are concerned about leakage 

levels and so it is based on how satisfied customers are with our leakage performance which we 

derive from our ongoing conversations and engagement with them. These are described below in 

more detail. 
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1. Leakage level: a new leakage strategy and reduction in total leakage2 based on our 

performance commitment.  

In late 2014 we undertook a strategic review of our leakage management activities and assessed 

options for managing leakage in AMP6; this included a range of innovative new solutions and 

investing in state-of-the-art technology.  

The resulting strategy, developed in collaboration between South East Water’s asset management 

team, operational teams and industry experts, aimed to achieve the company’s aim of being regarded 

as an industry leader in leakage management.  It focused on improving key aspects of leakage 

management, increasing DMA operability, investing in innovative new technology and reducing 

leakage levels below the performance commitment set out in WRMP14. 

The strategy was based on implementing two packages of measures: 

• “Essential” - to maintain leakage levels and related assets. It included investment in 

equipment, system development and integration, asset maintenance and replacement 

programme and improvements to DMA integrity; 

• “Additional” – to make a step change enabling us to reduce leakage further and improve 

efficiency of leakage management. It relied on good practice improvements and included 

calm networks, asset condition monitoring, enhancing modelling capability and additional 

investment in technology. 

These measures, implemented at an annual cost of £1.5 million per year, were in addition to active 

leakage detection and repairs, which costs around £17 million per year. 

2. Customer satisfaction: customers consider the level of leakage to be acceptable 

This measure relies entirely on a subjective view of leakage from our customers’ point of view. We 

were the only water company that set this type of ODI as we believe measuring customer satisfaction 

is the best measure for many of our customer-facing activities. Not surprisingly, however, our 

customers’ views on leakage are often ambivalent (we receive lots of “don’t know” responses when 

testing their satisfaction with our performance); or they are influenced by negative media reports on 

other companies’ performance. In consequence, this aspect of our leakage ODI requires considerable 

effort in communications and engagement, beyond normal leakage activity, to make a marked 

improvement to the satisfaction score. We have undertaken a number of initiatives to highlight the 

extensive work we are already doing with the aim of changing any misconceptions customers may 

have about our work to find and fix leaks; while engaging with them on the economic, environmental 

and social challenges of driving leakage levels far beyond SELL.  

For example, we undertook a trial communication campaign in the Aldershot area to see if we could 

improve customer satisfaction specifically on leakage. We undertook pre-campaign customer research 

into satisfaction with our services more generally, but also around leakage specifically, in the targeted 

areas before rolling out and implementing a positive, proactive multi-channel communication 

campaign. This included: 

 Bus stop advertising using cinematic style posters about The Leak Squad 

                                                
 

2 Total leakage estimates include the loss of water between our water treatment works and the customers’ boundary, the loss of 
water from customers’ supply pipes and plumbing losses in the homes. 
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 a six-page pull-out story of the 24/7 work to find and fix leaks; this and a Stop Tap sticker with 

our Leak Squad number on it was sent direct to 10,000 properties in the target postcodes  

 newspaper advertising using `cinematic style’ artwork  

 dedicated web page to support the campaign, www.theleaksquad.co.uk 

 social media messaging 

We then undertook post-campaign research to see if there had been a shift in customers’ views and 

satisfaction around leakage, and more generally. The research results revealed an improvement in 

customer satisfaction around leakage - from 3.7 out of 5 before the campaign began to 4.04 out of 5 

after the campaign had ended from those customers who recalled seeing it.  

We have also been promoting our “leak squad” at our open days to help customers see the work we 

do on leakage; as a result we have seen a significant improvement in customers’ satisfaction scores 

between the beginning and the end of each open day.  

In tandem with that we have improved our response to repairing leaks so that our pipes are mended 

more quickly.  In addition, we have trialled extensions to our supply pipe policy to reduce leakage on 

customers’ supply pipes and we are looking to extend that further for the rest of AMP6.    

Combined, this increased effort and activity has seen our satisfaction score for leakage (out of five) 

increase from an average of 3.4 in 2015/16 to 3.8 in 2016/17, while in September 2017 the monthly 

figure exceeded 4.0 for the first time. Where we have repaired a customer’s supply pipe, customer 

satisfaction scores are 5 out of 5.   

Our WRMP14 performance commitment (leakage target) is shown in Figure 2 (in black). Lower levels 

of leakage than the target attract financial reward while higher levels are penalised. Our actual 

leakage performance (in red) has been substantially better than our commitment; in 2017-18 our total 

leakage was 87.7 Ml/d against the commitment of 90.0 Ml/d.  This 2.3 Ml/d improvement is the result 

of our enhanced leakage strategy and activity. Reducing leakage however is not easy: most of the 

leaks that occur are small and not visible but our technological and system advances have allowed us 

to find more, smaller invisible leaks.  So far, this has allowed us to defer two groundwater schemes 

proposed in WRMP14 which has resulted in a positive environmental benefit. We plan further 

reductions in total leakage before the current planning period ends in 2020, including the trial of an 

operational programme of supported supply pipe repairs across the company to reduce customer side 

leakage, which if successful, we will roll out in future years. 
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Figure 2: Total leakage: Performance commitment and actual performance against reward and 

penalty ranges set for PR14.  

 

1.2.3 Our comparative leakage performance  

The Water Resources Planning Guidelines require that “all companies should compare their planned 

leakage forecast with other water companies and with suppliers in other similar countries, to 

demonstrate that its leakage forecast is appropriate and ambitious”.  

As illustrated in Figure 3, our leakage performance is one of the best in England and Wales, a position 

we are committed to maintaining,  
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Figure 3: Comparative leakage performance of water companies in England and Wales, 2016/17 

Red markers show South East Water performance improvements since WRMP14. 

 

Data source: Discover Water. See www.discoverwater.co.uk/leaking-pipes. These are the latest published results at the time of writing. 

 

A further useful context is to compare our performance with data from across Europe and further 

afield.  One of the best comparators is the International Water Association’s (IWA) Infrastructure 

Leakage Index (ILI), which has been in use for 18 years.  It is essentially a ratio of the current reported 

leakage performance to a theoretical background level of leakage, which is calculated on a consistent 

basis for all companies and countries.  Through the IWAs Water Loss Task Force and the website 

www.leakssuite.com ILIs are available for a wide range of countries across the globe.   

South East Water data was used to establish an ILI of 1.27.  When compared with European ILIs this 

puts us in Leakage Performance Category A, the upper end of the range of performances assessed, 

as shown in Figure 4. 

http://www.discoverwater.co.uk/leaking-pipes
http://www.leakssuite.com/
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Figure 4: Infrastructure Leakage Index results for Europe and South East Water 

 

Data courtesy of http://www.leakssuite.com/global-ilis/european-ilis-2/ 

Outside of Europe, North America provides the next closest comparison and here we see a similar 

relative position, with South East Water at the upper end of the range of performances assessed, as 

shown in Figure 5. 

http://www.leakssuite.com/global-ilis/european-ilis-2/
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Figure 5: Infrastructure Leakage Index results for North America and South East Water

 

Data courtesy of http://www.leakssuite.com/global-ilis/north-america-ilis/ 

 

A similar relationship is seen across all the available data, demonstrating that our performance can be 

considered as being amongst the best in the world.  This is a reflection of the effort and investment 

made in the infrastructure and network management systems over an extended period in the UK in 

general; and at South East Water specifically where we have always recognised the need for 

proactive and effective leakage management. 

1.2.4 Strategy for AMP7 and beyond 

The successful implementation of our AMP6 leakage strategy set the foundations for a further 

transformation in how we manage leakage. Our AMP7 ambition is to achieve industry-leading leakage 

performance with the use of smart technology. Our strategy for AMP7-8 consists of seven work 

streams: 

 Customers - supply pipes, ease of reporting leakage/incentives, education and engagement 

 Innovation and training - smart network team, valve operation training, operational 

improvements 

 Smart networks - permanent loggers, system integration, real time network modelling, failure 

anticipation 

 Calm networks - intelligent pressure management 

 DMA operability - increase in number of operable DMAs, proactive meter replacement, 

validation 

 Trunk mains and reservoirs -trunk main condition monitoring, metering enhancements) 

 Water balance - void and occupancy review, analytics on consumption, improvements to night 

use estimates 

Our strategy is underpinned by innovation, with smart water network and calm network being its two 

main pillars. 

SEW ILI = 1.27

http://www.leakssuite.com/global-ilis/north-america-ilis/
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Beyond AMP8, our strategy currently relies on mains replacement, the only remaining option known to 

us at the time of writing, although we recognise that technological advances are likely to emerge to 

help us achieve this reduction more cost-effectively. 

Smart water networks (SWN) describes an environment that is constantly assessed to determine its 

general health and wellbeing. It relies on the premise that measuring every aspect of the environment 

allows identification of otherwise unknown relationships that could provide some predictability to that 

environment. At a minimum, a smart water network is a stepping stone to move from reactive 

maintenance towards a fully proactive and preventative approach.  

SWN provides an integrated approach to asset management that can bring multiple service 

improvements, such as reduced interruptions to supply, and fewer discolouration events and bursts. 

Its main benefit for leakage management is the more timely identification of all leaks on the network 

and customers’ supply pipes. As well as benefitting customers, it will allow us to make further leakage 

reductions that would not be possible through the more traditional “find and fix” approach, as leaks are 

identified and pinpointed more efficiently. 

With the introduction of smart water meters that read consumption over a fixed network or cellular 

communication system provides an opportunity to incorporate existing sensors and loggers onto a 

bespoke Internet of Things (IoT) network that would reduce operational costs to a stage where mass 

adoption of sensors in the network could be deployed.  

Our approach to SWN implementation will complement the planned introduction of smart water 

metering for our customers, which will be phased in as we replace existing meter stocks. 

Calm networks (CN) describes an environment which focusses on providing a stable level of service 

to our customers.  It relies on smooth and stable management of pressure levels within the network, 

with optimised distribution of water to reduce the impact of pressure variations on the network. 

CN also provides a more holistic approach to the management and operation of both pumped and 

gravity fed systems.  The reduction in pressure variations across the network will help achieve a 

number of improvements such as reduced interruptions to supply, fewer discolouration events and 

reduced energy costs. The main benefit for leakage management is the reduction in the numbers of 

bursts on the network and the reduced rate of growth of existing hard-to-find leaks. As well as 

benefitting customers, it will allow us to make further leakage reductions that would not be possible 

through the more traditional “find and fix” approach. 

We plan to further implement calm networks as a complementary initiative to smart water networks. 

This approach will help identify areas with high pressure variations and improve network monitoring 

information. 
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2. Baseline leakage 

2.1 Introduction 

We have calculated leakage on a consistent basis since the merger of South East Water and Mid Kent 

Water in 2009.  This means that we can be confident that the reductions in leakage we have reported 

are robust and reliable. However, other water companies calculate leakage in different ways.  The 

industry has recognised this and has agreed a new approach to calculating leakage described in the 

Consistency of Reporting Performance Measures report (UKWIR 2017).  We are part way through 

implementing this new approach. 

The Water Resources Planning Guidelines require companies to estimate baseline leakage over the 

planning period. It goes on to say: “Ideally you should determine your base year leakage using the 

approach outlined in Consistency of Reporting Performance Measures (UKWIR 2017). In some cases 

water companies may not be able to achieve this for Draft Water Resources Management Plans with 

the data they have available. Where a revised approach to calculating base year leakage according to 

Consistency of Reporting Performance Measures (UKWIR 2017) is not possible, you should explain 

why you have not used the revised approach for base year leakage, what steps you are taking to 

comply with the new approach and when this data will be available”. 

Having assessed our leakage data and methods, we have concluded that it is not yet possible to 

report leakage in complete accordance with the new requirements. We explain the reasons, and steps 

we are taking to comply, in Section 2.3 below. Our baseline leakage figure for WRMP19 options 

modelling and used in the demand forecast is the figure we reported in our Annual Performance 

Report for 2017/18. We have made no subsequent adjustments to the total leakage figure.  There is 

interconnectivity between our water resources zones so we have made some adjustments to regional 

figures to account for this.  At 87.7 Ml/d, our baseline leakage figure is 12.3 Ml/d lower than our 

performance commitment. We have assumed that our baseline leakage will remain at this level over 

the entire period of the planning horizon, but we plan to outperform this over the remainder of the 

AMP.  

Our policy minimum, leakage economics and scope for further leakage reductions are described in 

Section 2.2. Options to reduce leakage are described in detail in Section 3. 

2.2 Assessment of sustainable economic level of leakage (SELL)  

At the core of our appraisal of current and future leakage performance is the SELL. We recognised at 

PR14 that we needed to update our approach to calculating the SELL and have completed this work 

over the last two years using industry-recognised expertise and based on the latest UKWR guidance.   

In our WRMP19 approach, the SELL is an output from the options appraisal modelling process and is 

an essential element of our appraisal of the optimum plan for managing the supply demand balance; it 

allows us to develop appropriate and targeted investment that provides best value to customers, 

society and the environment. 

The core component inputs to the SELL assessment are: 

• Policy minimum levels of leakage (Pmin)  

• Natural rate of rise of leakage (NRR) 

• Active leakage control (ALC) costs curves; and 
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• Marginal Cost of Water 

• Environmental and social costs 

Through detailed analysis of our DMA and resource zone-level performance data3, we have calculated 

up-to-date values for these components for WRMP19. They are described in the sections below. They 

allow us to model current and changing levels of leakage performance and the subsequent impact on 

operating cost. 

 An appraisal of the full range and scale of leakage management options has been undertaken, 

such as pressure management, asset renewal and/or Active Leakage Control (ALC) as an 

integrated part of water resource planning options appraisal 

 the full benefits of reducing leakage are considered both in the short- and long-term when 

assessing the SELL 

 all strategic options for reducing leakage are considered that encourage innovation and 

aspirations to achieve lower levels of leakage 

 pressure management is fully integrated and appraised in line with operational practice. Water 

companies should take a comprehensive approach to optimise pressure management and 

ALC 

2.2.1 Policy minimum level of leakage 

Policy Minimum levels of leakage are used to indicate the level of leakage below which it is not 

possible to achieve further reductions, regardless of the resource levels deployed, given the current 

mix of activities.   

The policy minimum level has been defined in the UKWIR report Background Leakage (Ref 

03WM0803), and our methodology is in line with the described approach.  This method was reaffirmed 

as appropriate in the 2011 Managing Leakage update. The policy minimum concept assumes that 

there is leakage comprised of small leaks that are either not detectable or are impractical to identify 

and repair and that this level will depend on the current leakage management policy and the available 

technology used in active leakage control.   

Estimates of policy minimum depend on summation or modelling from DMA areas. Over or under-

estimation of the policy minimum level will alter the shape of the cost curve and directly affect the 

position of the ELL. Our assessment of Pmin values has been taken from an analysis of DMA data 

over the 3 year period from 2014/15 to 2016/17 and represents the sum of the best achieved level of 

leakage in each DMA during the 2016/17 year.  This establishes a representative leakage level that 

reflects the increased efforts and use of state-of-the-art technology during the most recent period 

where leakage levels were at their lowest ever reported. 

                                                
 

3 Following methodologies described in UKWIR reports (11/WM/08/46 -Best Practice for the Derivation of Cost Curves in 
Economic Level of Leakage Analysis, 16/WM/08/58 - Factors Affecting Minimum Achieved Leakage, 11/WM/08/46 - Best 
Practice for the Derivation of Cost Curves in Economic Level of Leakage Analysis, 09/WM/08/40 - Factors Affecting the Natural 
Rate of Rise of Leakage, 03/WM/08/03 - Background Leakage) and Environment Agency, Ofwat, Defra Review of the 
Calculation of Sustainable Economic Level of Leakage and its Integration with Water Resource Management Planning (SMC, 
212) 
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The minimum level of leakage that could be achieved under our current leakage policy is assessed to 

be 58 Ml/d (63.0 l/prop/d).  This is about 30Ml/d (or 33 l/prop/d) lower than our current reported level of 

leakage, which is 87.7Ml/d and 4 Ml/d  lower than the level assessed for PR14.   

This indicates that the maximum possible leakage reduction given current policy would be 30 Ml/d.    

However, reducing leakage levels towards policy minimum (Pmin) levels becomes increasingly 

expensive when compared to the amount of additional water saved.  Willingness to pay research in 

this context also gives us greater insight on how customers rank options that can maintain the supply 

demand balance – but in itself does not necessarily translate into customers accepting that impact on 

their bills. Nevertheless, it does provide useful intelligence on where customers’ priorities and 

preferences lie when it comes to managing water supplies. The WRMP19-specific willingness to pay 

results indicated that customers are most willing to pay extra on their water bills to reduce leakage 

further and promote greater water efficiency. These findings support the leakage reductions we have 

already achieved and those we intend to commit to in our 2020-2025 business plan. The findings also 

reinforce our decision to apply behavioural science techniques to promote greater water efficiency 

savings over the longer term.  

There are advances in technology to help us find smaller leaks, and this will reduce the costs of leak 

detection in the long term, so for the purpose of the WRMP19 modelling we have taken a more 

optimistic approach on leakage reduction costs.  Consistent with the WRMP guidance, we have 

modelled a reducing Pmin value to represent the impact that our new leakage policy will have on the 

minimum levels of leakage achievable. 

The current assessed Pmin values for AMP6 and AMP7 and the modelled values for each subsequent 

AMP period are given for each resource zone and at company level in  

Table 1: Policy minimum leakage by AMP period 

  Policy minimum by AMP period (Ml/d) 

Zone AMP 6-7 AMP 8 AMP 9-10 AMP11-12 

WRZ 1 3.1 2.7 2.5 2.0 

WRZ 2 6.7 5.9 5.5 4.3 

WRZ 3 5.3 4.6 4.3 3.3 

WRZ 4 16.9 14.8 11.3 9.6 

WRZ 5 3.3 2.8 2.6 2.1 

WRZ 6 7.8 6.9 6.3 4.9 

WRZ 7 2.8 2.5 2.3 1.8 

WRZ 8 12.0 10.6 6.7 5.3 

Company 58.0 50.8 41.4 33.3 

 

2.2.2 Natural rate of rise of leakage 

The methodology applied for the derivation of the natural rate of rise of leakage (NRR) at a DMA, WRZ 

and company level is in line with the most recent UKWIR report Factors Affecting the Natural Rate of 

Rise of Leakage - Report Ref. No. 09/WM/08/40. 

A spreadsheet file containing the relevant minimum night flow (MNF) and repair job data was created 

for individual DMAs.  These were used to assure data quality, for detailed analysis of leakage growth 
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rate performance and to calculate estimates of total NRR (NRRt) and detected NRR (NRRd) for each 

DMA.  

Summaries for each WRZ and the company have been produced for NRRd and NRRt.  This data was 

used to develop a predictive function deriving estimates of NRR for all DMAs not included within the 

assessed sample.  

The resulting model was then used to produce estimates of NRR for the eight WRZs and for the 

company-level as in Table 2. 

Table 2: NRR results for WRZs and company level 

 

WRMP19 NRRd and NRRt (Ml/d) 

Zone NRRd NRRt 

WRZ 1 1.6 6.2 

WRZ 2 4.5 17.7 

WRZ 3 2.1 7.7 

WRZ 4 4.5 19.7 

WRZ 5 0.9 4.1 

WRZ 6 3.6 11.2 

WRZ 7 1.7 3.8 

WRZ 8 4.0 13.0 

Company 23.0 83.3 

 

2.2.3 Active leakage control cost curves 

Leakage Policy Minimum (PMin) and Natural Rate of Rise (NRR) values (established for DMA, WRZ 

and company-level areas) have been used in the subsequent modelling of active leakage control (ALC) 

cost curves to assess the predicted change in cost of managing leakage at different levels.   

ALC curves were developed utilising DMA-level relationships from assessed data and applied across 

the company. Our current ALC is effective at maintaining leakage levels.  ALC operations are efficient 

and repair times are short once leaks have been identified.  As we drive leakage down, the cost of 

maintaining the lower levels of leakage continually increases.  This is because more effort is required 

to identify and repair leaks earlier in their development, and at lower flow rates.  As the level of 

leakage is reduced, we rely on finding more of the smaller leaks; this means more resources are 

required for leakage detection to survey the network more frequently. In other words, to achieve the 

required saving to offset NRR, we need to find and fix a higher proportion of leaks prior to them 

becoming visible leaks.  This is illustrated in Figure 6 where the leakage level in individual DMAs is 

plotted against the cost of leak detection and repair activity.  
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Figure 6: DMA leakage level vs cost to maintain leakage  

 

 

The analysis was based on data from district meter areas (DMAs) for the period from 1st April 2014 to 

31st March 2017. The methodology followed UKWIR’s Best Practice for the Derivation of Cost Curves 

in Economic Level of Leakage Analysis (Ref. No. 11/WM/08/46).  ‘Method B’ is applied here, utilising 

DMA-level relationships from assessed data to develop the relationships that are then applied across 

the company. 

This relationship between leakage levels and costs is combined with policy minimum leakage and 

natural rate of rise results and used to establish the theoretical cost of achieving stable performance at 

different levels of leakage.   

This results in a set of ALC cost curves for each WRZ and company level, such as shown in Figure 7. 

The predicted AMP7 relationships show higher detection costs and lower repair costs compared to those 

predicted in PR14. This may be representative of a decreasing cost-benefit of leakage, an increased 

focus on detecting leaks (to reduce customer contacts and leakage), or different climatic conditions 

experienced in the recent period compared with previous periods of analysis. The total cost of 

maintaining reduced levels of leakage is higher in the updated relationships than in the PR14 estimates. 
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Figure 7: Company-level active leakage control cost curves 

 

 

Operational Cost Changes and Efficiencies 

In order to appropriately consider reductions in leakage over the full planning horizon we have used 

the modelled reductions in policy minimum (Pmin) leakage (described in 2.2.1 above) to produce 

separate cost curves for each AMP period. In addition to the changes to Pmin anticipated cost 

efficiencies that would result from the implementation of new policy options is included.  For the first 2 

AMPs a reduction in leakage detection costs of 10% per AMP is modelled followed by 5% per amp for 

the subsequent 4 AMPs.  This effectively models the increases in the cost of maintaining leakage over 

the longer term at a lower rate than that described by the current short-term cost curves. 

Due to the increased level of investment in leakage that will be associated with all water companies 

delivering increased reductions for AMP7 when compared with all previous AMPs, the cost of Leakage 

Management is inevitably going to rise.  Evidence of market forces acting on a limited, experienced 

and skilled labour force is already available.  Market research carried out on current market conditions 

gives future salary ranges as shown in Table 3 against our current ranges.  

Table 3: Future Salary banding for leakage management roles  

Role No of: 

Current 
Lower 
(£K) 

Current 
Upper 
(£K) 

Future 
Lower 
(£K) 

Future 
Upper 
(£K) 

Leakage technician 50 20 22 28 32 

Team leader 10 25 30 35 40 

Manager 3 35 40 45 50 
 

Our analysis of this information shows that currently advertised positions in leakage management 

roles are between 20% and 40% above our current salary bandings across a range of roles, with costs 

for R&M gangs set increase in a similar way.  In order to anticipate this change in cost we have 

applied an uplift to our current AMP6 cost base for AMP 7. Our best-case assessment compares our 

current upper salary band with the future lower salary band.  This shows us that a 25% increase in 
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costs is likely as a minimum.  When comparing the current upper band with the future upper band the 

increase rises to 43%.  I order to effectively model this we have applied a 25% uplift to our 2017/18 

base costs for use in AMP7 cost curves. 

Figure 8: Company level ALC cost curves for each AMP period 

 

 

2.2.4 Marginal cost of water (MCoW) 

We carried out a detailed assessment of the direct costs associated with the abstraction, treatment 

and distribution of water resources.  We reviewed the current cost data for the year 2016-17 at an 

individual site level (where available) and derived a resource zone-level cost of water.  

In the derivation of the MCoW values we considered the following costs: 

 energy used for treatment and distribution 

 chemicals used for water treatment  

 sludge disposal activities 

 supplies from other companies 

The costs representing the average marginal cost of water in any given water resource zone were 

based on the direct costs combined with costs of the bulk import sources.  They are summarised in 

Table 4: Marginal cost of water for each water resource zone4.  
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Table 4: Marginal cost of water for each water resource zone 

Zone Average MCoW (£/Ml) 

WRZ 1  89.75  

WRZ 2 136.88  

WRZ 3 105.94  

WRZ 4 90.70  

WRZ 5 92.95  

WRZ 6 96.47  

WRZ 7 178.68  

WRZ 8 82.84  

Company 109.28  

 

2.2.5 Externalities related to leakage levels 

Changes in levels of abstraction, treatment and distribution of water that result from changes in 

leakage levels are known as leakage-related externalities. They include the costs of carbon and social 

and environmental impacts.  In evaluating the impact of leakage, it is essential to appropriately 

consider the external costs associated with the loss of water from these external factors. 

This section sets out the approach to estimating the carbon, environmental and social (E&S) costs of 

the water lost through leakage.  

Leakage level externalities – environmental and social costs 

The methodology to derive environmental and social costs of leakage was based on the following 

guidelines: 

• Environmental Valuation in Water Resources Planning – Additional Information. Environment 

Agency, Revised November 2016 

• Final Water Resource Planning Guideline. Environment Agency, 2016 

In calculating the costs we drew upon sources of information recommended by the above guidelines 

as well as other sources (for example, National Institute of Economic and Social Research: Agriculture 

in the UK 2017). Where appropriate, all values used were uplifted to 2017 prices using GDP deflators 

(HM Treasury, 2017). 

The aim of the calculations was to capture and value significant residual impacts in relation to the 

categories examined (based on Ecosystem Services fundamentals). The categories were: 

• Biodiversity and ecology, including water quality, designated conservation areas and habitats 

• landscape amenity 

• financial loss to public 

• health impacts 

• waste generated 

• public awareness 

The environmental and social costs derived for each water resource zone are shown in Table 5: 

Environmental and social costs for each water resource zone. 
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Table 5: Environmental and social costs for each water resource zone 

Zone E&S costs (£/Ml) 

WRZ 1 119.9 

WRZ 2 56.1 

WRZ 3 62.0 

WRZ 4 128.1 

WRZ 5 107.5 

WRZ 6 53.2 

WRZ 7 50.6 

WRZ 8 113.5 

Company average 94.1 

 

Leakage level externalities - carbon costs 

The carbon costs have been assed across the treatment and distribution activity.  These were based 

on the information collated for the calculation of marginal costs of water as described in Section 2.2.4. 

The carbon costs derived for each water resource zone are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6: Leakage-related carbon costs for each water resource zone 

Zone 
Leakage-related 

carbon costs (£/Ml) 

WRZ 1 15.6 

WRZ 2 15.2 

WRZ 3 11.4 

WRZ 4 10.1 

WRZ 5 16.5 

WRZ 6 10.2 

WRZ 7 10.6 

WRZ 8 11.0 

Company average 11.9 

 

These cost, combined with the marginal cost of water, give a sustainable economic value to the 

relative volumes of water. 

2.2.6 Externalities related to leakage management activities 

The external costs associated with managing leakage are known as leakage management-related 

externalities. They include the social and environmental, and carbon costs associated with the 

activities undertaken to manage leakage, such as active leakage control.   

The methodology to derive these costs was based on the following guidelines: 
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1. Environment Agency, Ofwat, Defra - Review of the calculation of sustainable economic level 

of leakage and its integration with water resource management planning - Contract 26777 – 

SMC 

2. Ofwat, Providing Best Practice Guidance on the Inclusion of Externalities in the ELL 

Calculation, 2007. 

3. Tripartite Group - Best Practice Principles In The Economic Level Of Leakage Calculation - 

March 2002 

Leakage management externalities – environmental and social costs 

The most significant impact is from the repairing of leaks.  To calculate the social and environmental 

costs of repairs we used the total numbers of repairs including details on their type, location relative to 

any carriageway, the type of carriageway, and indication of any delays. This was supplemented by 

road classification data and the Department for Transport’s ‘WebTAG Databook - July 2017 release 

v1.8 

The total base year social and environmental costs for leakage management externalities are 

summarised in Table 7.  

Table 7: Summary of environmental and social costs of repairs 

Category 
Environmental and 
social costs (£/Ml) 

Detected repairs 661,440 

Reported repairs 2,205,687 

Total  2,867,127 

 

Leakage management externalities – carbon costs 

The greatest contribution to carbon emissions from leakage management activities is that from 

vehicles.  Tracker data (available for all company vehicles) has been used to calculate vehicle 

emissions estimates.  The average carbon emissions from vehicles can be seen in Table 8.  

Table 8: Average vehicle carbon emissions summary 

Average annual vehicle use for leakage management 

Total trips 
Total carbon 

(kg) 
Total distance 

(km) 
km/trip 

3092 4365 24188 7.8 

 

Additional carbon emissions from worksites were included in line with the recommended levels of 286 

kg/CO2 per repair (as given in Appendix A4 of reference 1 listed above).  

The total carbon emissions were calculated to be 6,366 tonnes, with an equivalent value of £203,000. 
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Application of results 

The values derived in the above analysis have been disaggregated to give zonal-level results as 

shown in Table 9. 

Table 9: Leakage management-related externalities 

 

Carbon costs 
 
 
 

Environmental and 
social costs 

 

 Leaks detected Leaks reported 
Leaks 

detected 
Leaks 

reported 

Zone £/Ml 
Tonnes 

carbon/Ml 
£/Ml 

Tonnes 
carbon/Ml 

£/Ml £/Ml 

WRZ 1 2172.62 67.89 1597.67 49.93 8250.77 12247.87 

WRZ 2 1797.88 56.18 1219.17 38.10 5100.51 7422.95 

WRZ 3 2688.03 84.00 1878.25 58.70 10148.33 14570.75 

WRZ 4 2928.89 91.53 3186.53 99.58 8897.12 16399.55 

WRZ 5 2873.53 89.80 4319.46 134.98 7255.98 15732.93 

WRZ 6 3547.73 110.87 2010.27 62.82 15426.97 19673.11 

WRZ 7 1227.80 38.37 3871.50 120.98 7128.32 13565.39 

WRZ 8 3553.08 111.03 2486.33 77.70 2901.37 3967.97 

 

These costs have been analysed in relation to current DMA leakage performance levels and have had 

curves fitted describing the forecast changes due to reducing leakage levels and increased levels of 

ALC.  These curves are shown in Figure 9. 

Figure 9: Company-level externalities related to leakage management 

 

These costs, combined with the costs of active leakage control, give a sustainable economic value for 

active leakage control. 
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2.2.7 Sustainable economic level of leakage (SELL) 

The costs described in the above sections are used to derive the sustainable economic level of 

leakage (SELL).  SELL can be described as the point at which the cost of reducing leakage to save 

water becomes the same cost as developing new water resources to produce more water. 

Integration with optimisation model 

The EBSD model used in WRMP19 options modelling (built for South East Water by decisionLab) is a 

mixed integer linear programming optimisation model that seeks to minimise costs of addressing 

supply-demand deficits. We are one of the first companies to include the costs of reducing leakage 

into this optimisation modelling process, ensuring that our preferred plan accurately reflects the costs 

of leakage schemes against other supply demand options.  

Separate from that main optimisation process, the model also calculates the SELL and ELL. 

For the leakage options (see Section 3), the capex and fixed opex costs (including externalities), and 

the yields are defined in the same way as for other options offered to the model.  

If the model selects the leakage options, the yield defines the amount of leakage reduction and the 

resulting levels of leakage for each resource zone and each AMP period. A mapping exercise is then 

required between the level of leakage and the opex costs for maintaining this leakage level. These 

costs include the costs of detection, repair, and the carbon and the social and environmental costs 

associated with ongoing maintenance activity.  

A cost curve is then defined for each of the costs for every water resource zone and AMP period. The 

model refers to these curves when performing its optimisation runs in order to add them to the capex 

and fixed opex costs. The model is a linear programming model, so all formulations must also be 

linear. Therefore, to get costs from the curves, piecewise linearisation is applied. This involves 

defining a set number of points along the curves and then interpolating between these points with 

straight lines.  

Calculating ELL and SELL 

The economic level of leakage (ELL) is determined on the basis of the cost of lost water (using the 

marginal cost of water) and the cost of maintaining leakage at a certain level. The cost of maintaining 

leakage at a certain level is calculated by summing up the leakage curves for repair and detection 

costs. An ELL is calculated for each AMP and each water resource zone.  

SELL is then calculated by adding social and environmental costs to the marginal cost of water and 

also by adding the leakage curves for carbon and social and environmental costs to the total 

maintenance cost curves. 

Current SELL values 

Table 10 shows the SELL and the base year leakage levels for each WRZ and company. 
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Table 10: Sustainable economic level of leakage 

Zone AMP7 SELL 
Base year 

leakage (Ml/d) 
Ml/d below 

SELL 

WRZ 1 8.40 4.9 -3.5 

WRZ 2 18.70 10.7 -8.0 

WRZ 3 13.30 8.4 -4.9 

WRZ 4 4.85 25.9 21.1 

WRZ 5 22.40 5 -17.4 

WRZ 6 27.40 11.7 -15.7 

WRZ 7 4.97 4.2 -0.8 

WRZ 8 17.10 17.9 0.8 

Company 117.12 88.6 -28.5 

 

The company-level SELL for AMP7 is calculated as 117.12 Ml/d. Our current leakage performance is 

28.5 Ml/d below the SELL. This outperformance is the effect of our leakage strategy and activity which 

reflects the pressures on water resources in the south east of England more generally.  This issue is 

discussed in detail in the SMC report for the Environment Agency, Ofwat and Defra (Review of the 

Calculation of Sustainable Economic Level of Leakage and its Integration with Water Resource 

Management Planning; SMC, 2012).  The report states that the most influential potential improvement 

in the SELL process would be an increase in the value placed on water, which in turn would lead to a 

reduction in SELL. 

2.3 Consistent reporting of leakage 

2.3.1 Compliance with requirements 

As described earlier, the industry guidance, Consistency of Reporting Performance Measures (UKWIR 

2017) recommends a consistent approach to the assessment of data and the estimation of leakage 

levels. Its key aim is to provide a level playing field for regulatory comparison of leakage levels 

between companies. 

During 2017-18, we carried out a considerable amount of work towards achieving compliance with the 

requirements of the methodology. Table 11 below illustrates our compliance with the 16 components 

required by the guidance and it should be noted our position is similar to many other companies.   

The table shows that there are six components where changes would have a material impact on our 

leakage reporting.  These are complex elements, many of which require collection of data over an 

extended period before the new method can be applied to leakage estimations. Therefore, instant 

compliance with the new methodology is not straightforward, and reporting of a shadow leakage value 

in accordance with the new methodology unreliable and subject to significant change when new and 

improved data becomes available. We have developed a programme of improvements that will enable 

us to achieve full compliance for AMP7 (ie from 2020/21).   We will continue to report leakage using 

our current methodology until our improvements programme is completed. Our shadow reporting value 

for leakage for the remainder of AMP6 will therefore be the same as our annual performance reporting 

one.   
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Sections 2.3.2 to 2.3.9 address in detail each of the elements scored as red (non-compliant) and amber 

(partially compliant) and describe the implications of changes on our reported leakage level. Section 0 

presents our estimated timeline to full compliance. 

Table 11: Assessment of compliance with consistency of reporting. Red-amber-green denotes 

the readiness to comply with the guidance. 

№ Component Compliant Reason for non-compliance 

1 Coverage G All properties included in DI based assessment.  

2 Availability G DI data availability greater than 90% 

3 Properties G Improvements in reconciliation between property 

record sources ongoing. 

4 Night flow period and 

analysis 

R Current approach uses a monthly percentile function. 

Methodology change to mean values required. 

5 Household night use R Current Managing Leakage value used. 

Implementation of HNU ‘fast logging’ data collection 

and analysis methodology ongoing. 

6 Non-household night 

use 

R Current data set limited.  Expansion of current data 

collection and analysis methodology ongoing. 

7 Hour to day conversion A Current approach uses a minimum AZNP value. 

Methodology change to fixed hour values required. 

8 Annual distribution 

leakage 

R Current approach uses a monthly percentile value.  

Methodology change required to be fully compliant. 

9 Trunk main leakage N/A All TM leakage included in DI based assessment.  

10 Service reservoir 

losses 

N/A All SR leakage included in DI based assessment.  

11 Distribution Input R Current meter verification activity limited.  Changes 

required to DI meter verification methodology. 

12 Water delivered 

measured 

A Current meter under-registration (MUR) data set 

limited. Expansion of current data set required to be 

fully compliant 

13 Water delivered 

unmeasured 

A Current per capita consumption (PCC) data set 

limited. Expansion of current data set required to be 

fully compliant 

14 Company own water 

use 

G Methodology compliant. Ongoing review of 

components required for assurance. 

15 Other water use G Current approach to data and estimates compliant 
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№ Component Compliant Reason for non-compliance 

16 Water balance and 

MLE 

R Methodology compliant. Current gap >3%. Review of 

confidence limits required for assurance. 

 

In its guidance4, the Environment Agency says: “Where a revised approach to calculating base year 

leakage leads to uncertainty or significant changes in your base year or forecast leakage, or you have 

not used the revised approach to determine base year leakage, you should use scenarios to assess 

the revised approach to: 

• assess the impacts on the water balance (such as PCC and non-household use) 

• describe how this affects the options you have considered in your plan 

• explain the reasons for the change 

• explain any uncertainty in leakage levels 

• clearly describe the most likely scenario and the impacts on all the elements of your water 

balance” 

We have assessed the consequences of the level of leakage increasing or decreasing by 10 Ml/day, 

based on an assessment on potential impacts of the consistency project on our reported leakage 

figure.  Table 12 shows that the effect of the changes on distribution input is very minor. This is 

because the MLE (maximum likely estimation) method of apportioning the uncertainty “smears” the 

effect across all water balance elements. Therefore, the effect on the reported elements of water 

balance, such as per capita consumption or non-household demand, would be negligible. 

Table 12: Effect of changing leakage levels on distribution input 
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Increased by 
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97.7 34.3 64.2 56.1 157.8 36.4 60.6 21.5 84.1 514.9 

 

                                                
 

4 Leakage in WRMPs. EA, August 2017 
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The key issue for the WRMP19 is the impact of these changes on the supply-demand balance and the 

selection of options in our preferred plan.  Our assessment shows that because the distribution input 

figures are not significantly impacted by the changes, there is no material impact on our WRMP19 and 

the preferred options we select within it to maintain the supply demand balance. 

2.3.2 Night flow period and analysis 

The issue 

Our current method relies on minimum night flow at a resource zone level using a 15-minute minimum 

monthly 15th percentile approach.  Although an entirely appropriate approach, it is not supported by the 

Consistency of Reporting requirements.   

The most significant recommendation made in the Consistency of Reporting guidance is the use of a 

fixed hour for night-time leakage estimation calculations.  To assess the effect of this change in 

methodology we have assessed our night flow at a zonal level for a fixed period of one hour, as 

recommended by the guidance.  Figure 10 compares the results of our current, 15-minute minimum 

monthly 15th percentile approach (red), with the one-hour fixed period assessment (blue), and illustrates 

the volumetric difference between the two values (green). 

Figure 10: Comparison of flow calculations for 15-minute minimum and 1-hour fixed period 

assessments. 

 

The effect of this change is significant because the average fixed hour value captures an increased level 

of customer usage that was excluded using our original method. This has implications on the entire 

water balance. At present, we do not have the ability to measure the legitimate night use consumption 

during the fixed hour period, which we discuss further in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 below.  

Reporting leakage using the consistent methodology without a full re-assessment of our night use would 

be erroneous and would significantly overstate our leakage.  We will therefore continue to use the 

current night flow method until the full reassessment is completed. 

What we will do to address it 
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We are improving the ability of our leakage reporting systems to assess the night flows at a zonal and 

company reporting level. We are also assessing the use of DMA data in the application of the consistent 

methodology.  

2.3.3 Household night use 

The issue 

Our current method applies an annual average customer night use of 2.2 l/prop/hour as established in 

the Managing Leakage series of reports.  We do not have any household night use data monitoring in 

place and are therefore unable to derive a statistically valid value from company data, as required by 

the Consistency of Reporting requirements. We have tried to use the consistency method using night 

use data helpfully supplied by Affinity Water.  We have made assessments using both zonal and DMA 

level night flows.  These assessments have taken into account the variation in the chosen fixed hour 

period and provided indicative leakage estimates. This was useful in helping us understand the impacts 

of the new method on the reported values and assess what improvements we have to put in place. 

However, using surrogate data from Affinity Water is not an option, because the recommended 

methodology rightly requires the use of a company’s own data. 

Using a consistency method to derive one element of leakage calculation while other elements are 

calculated according to existing methods is not an option: the increase in the allowance for household 

night use in the data set provided by Affinity Water is not comparable to the increase in night flow.  If we 

were to use this surrogate data, we would falsely overstate reported leakage.  We will therefore continue 

to use the current night flow method until the full reassessment is completed. 

What we will do to address it 

We have started developing and deploying our own ‘fast logging’ data collection capability to enable us 

to comply with consistent reporting requirements and fully implement the recommendations of the 

UKWIR - Fast Logging for Improved Estimation of Household Night Use (awaiting publication). 

We are installing fast logging technology to create a representative Small Area Monitor made up from 

our existing control areas and additional suitable DMAs.  This work will enable us to collect data from 

2018, refine and improve the sample through 2019, and report household night use in compliance with 

the guidance in AMP7. 

2.3.4 Non-household night use  

The issue 

Our current method (derived using the best practice approach from UKWIR - Estimating Legitimate Non-

Household Night Use Allowances, 99/WM/06/26) does not meet the Consistency of Reporting 

requirements of having regularly logged data from a representative sample of properties. 

As explained above, using a consistency method to derive one element of leakage calculation while 

other elements are calculated according to existing methods is not an option: the current method of 

calculating the non-household night use allowance cannot be used to account for the increased night 

use resulting from the application of the fixed hour methodology.  The effect would be a significantly 

overstated leakage level. We will therefore continue to use the current night flow method until the full 

reassessment is completed.  

What we will do to address it 
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We have started developing and deploying our own data to enable us to comply with consistent reporting 

requirements. 

We are installing a number of flow loggers for continuous monitoring of large commercial sites and 

developing a programme of addition logging across a wide range of other commercial sites.  This will 

enable us to collect data from 2018, refine and improve the sample through 2019, and report guidance-

compliant non-household night use in AMP7. 

2.3.5 Hour to day conversion  

The issue 

Our current approach is partially compliant with the Consistency of Reporting requirements: we use the 

recommended methodology but derive the hour to day value using the ratio of minimum night pressure 

to average daily pressures. To achieve full compliance, the calculation needs to change to using the 

average pressure measured during the company selected fixed hour (instead of the minimum night 

pressure).   

What we will do to address it 

Once the fixed hour principles are established, we will run all hydraulic models to provide the new, fully 

compliant value. 

2.3.6 Annual distribution leakage  

Our annual distribution leakage calculation does not comply with Consistency of Reporting requirements 

because of the way we assess flow period and night use, as described in above sections. 

We have derived an estimate of leakage for use in shadow reporting by applying the consistency method 

to these elements, as described above. We have used both distribution input (DI) and district metered 

area (DMA) data, using both a fixed hour and a moving hour approach. This gives us a range of 

estimates all resulting in a significant negative water balance gap, with the fixed hour values being well 

in excess of -5 per cent. None of the estimates are statistically valid for reasons described in previous 

sections. We have therefore concluded that it would be neither useful nor appropriate to use these 

estimates until we can base all the reporting on our own company data, as described above.  

2.3.7 Distribution input  

We currently do not have a DI meter verification programme in place necessary to meet the Consistency 

of Reporting requirements.    

We have 193 meters that are used in our DI calculation and have recently carried out a detailed desktop 

study of meter details and performance characteristics. We have been working closely with our 

framework metering supplier and are developing a plan for meter verification. 

2.3.8 Water delivered measured  

Our current approach is partially compliant with the Consistency of Reporting requirements: we use 

compliant methodology but do not fully meet the requirements because our meter under-registration 

(MUR) estimate is based on a limited data set. 

To address this, we will expand the data set on which we base our MUR estimate.  
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2.3.9 Water delivered unmeasured  

Our meter penetration exceeds 85 per cent and by the end of the AMP will be in the region of 90 per 

cent.  We recognise that our existing method of using control areas for assessing unmeasured volumes 

is fast becoming inadequate.  

The latest UKWIR report on estimating unmeasured volumes offers a number of options. We will review 

the report and implement a method that is consistent with our high level of metering. 

2.3.10 Water balance and MLE 

The issue 

Our current water balance gap is 3.6% resulting in a Red categorisation in section 16e.  This has 

improved from 4.7% for APR17 due to a number of improvements made to water balance components 

throughout 2017/18.   

What we will do to address it 

We have a detailed review of uncertainties planned for 2018-19.  Key components that currently lie 

outside of the recommended uncertainty bounds are Household Unmeasured properties and Non-

household Unmeasured properties, both of which will see improvement in the future from our planned 

investment in individual property metering, logging and monitoring capabilities.  

Further reductions in the water balance gap will come from the planned and continuous improvements 

in the full range of both top down and bottom up components as described in the sections above. 
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2.3.11 Timescales for improvements 

Figure 11 below shows the estimated timescales to full compliance with consistency reporting. 

Figure 11: Compliance project plan 
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4 Night flow period and analysis R 24                       

5 Household night use R 24                       

6 Non-household night use R 24                       

7 Hour to day conversion A 12                       

8 Annual distribution leakage R 24                       

11 Distribution Input R 24                       

12 Water delivered measured A 12                       

13 Water delivered unmeasured A 12                       

16 Water balance and MLE R 24                       
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3. Leakage reduction options in WRMP19 

3.1 Our approach to developing leakage options for WRMP19 

3.1.1 Introduction 

In its Guiding Principles, the government requires companies to take a long-term, strategic approach 

to water resource planning that represents best value to customers. Water companies must fully 

consider and appraise leakage management as an option to balance supply and demand alongside all 

other demand management and supply options.  

We have followed this approach by developing and appraising a range of options for leakage 

reduction. The approach for developing these was based on a “roadmap” principle we have previously 

applied in developing our leakage strategy for AMP6, where activities and initiatives are designed to 

help support achievement of the company’s vision. Seven work streams were developed from an initial 

brainstorming exercise with assets and operations team members: 

1. Customers - supply pipes, ease of reporting leakage and incentives for reporting, education 

and engagement 

2. Innovation and training, smart network team, valve operation training, operational 

improvements 

3. Smart networks - permanent loggers, system integration, real time network modelling, failure 

anticipation 

4. Calm networks - intelligent pressure management 

5. DMA operability - increase in number of operable DMAs, proactive meter replacement etc 

6. Trunk mains and reservoirs - trunk main condition monitoring, metering enhancements 

7. Water balance - void and occupancy review, analytics on consumption, improvements to 

night use estimates 

The components of these workstreams were then refined over a period of time, and their costs and 

benefits assessed. Initially companywide workshops were carried to identify and appraise all possible 

opportunities. These opportunities were formed into options for assessment in the early stages of the 

WRMP.  Appendix 7b details the 72 unconstrained options initially reviewed.  Following this initial 

stage of appraisal, where each option went through both coarse and detailed screening.  At this stage 

the cost to benefit ratio, promotability, deliverability and contribution to resilience was assessed, 

scored and ranked.  The combination of these rankings led to the deselection of those schemes 

assessed as unfeasible.  For the project options that were feasible further development was carried 

out assessing the dependencies and synergies of the options. 

Some activities, such as mains renewals and cathodic protection were then integrated into our 

baseline leakage management as they are essential to the ongoing serviceability of the network.  

Other activities that represent either coherent programmes of work or discrete projects were formed 

into leakage management options for AMP7.  

The Smart Network Programme is a good example of where a coherent programme of work has been 

devised from a group of individual options.  Initially leakage options LEA - 17 to LEA - 31 were 

appraised.  Following detailed workshops with both asset management and operational staff, appraisal 

of technological developments, and detailed assessment of the opportunities on our own network by 

Veolia Water (comparing results from activities carried out in France with our network characteristics 
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and performance) we have a produced a programme that takes innovation and deliverability into our 

plan with a reasonable degree confidence.  The Smart Network Programme consists of two stages, 

each stage offering the optimisation model the following workstreams:   

Smart Network Programme Summary 

 Workstream 1 - Leakage focus team - Advanced Leakage delivery capability and Super 

Validation (6 x FTE). Monitoring and analysis. Faster decision making and resource 

deployment; 

 Workstream 2 - Smart Networks "Minimum Requirements = 1 sensor per 200 props = 1500 

sensors plus installation; 

 Workstream 3 - Asset condition monitoring. Permanent monitoring in place across critical 

assets, including DMA, TM and Res.  Equipment trials currently in AMP6 Yr3 plan; 

 Workstream 4 - Advanced technology. Deployment of latest acoustic logging technologies - 

enhanced equipment budget. Est. 40 DMAs 50 loggers; 

 Workstream 5 - System Integration - Faster data processing for more reactive alarms.  

Software for data processing and integration with existing IT infrastructure; 

 Workstream 6 - Real time network modelling. Improved leak detection, particularly for 

hidden/long running leaks.  Software to interface data with Infoworks would provide seamless 

approach; and 

 Workstream 7 - Night use data development.  Improved HHNU/CNU understanding. More 

robust spatial and seasonal allowances.   

Selection of any individual part of the programme would be ineffective, so delivery as a whole is 

required to achieve the desired outcome. 

Other more discrete projects such as Communication Pipe Renewal (LEA-49) and Boosters for 

Customers (LEA-72) were taken through to final options without any additional careening or combining 

with other options. 

The final list of leakage reduction options thus developed were all taken through to the feasible options 

list with no further screening. They were put forward into options modelling are described in detail in 

Section 3.3 below. 

Finally, it should be noted that our options have been developed collaboratively with South East Water 

by industry experts and independently assured by our auditors.   

3.2 Active leakage control 

Active leakage control (ALC), as an option for reducing the supply-demand deficit, is implicit in the 

options described in detail in Section 3.3 below.  In order for the transitional leakage savings to be 

realised the costs of additional leakage detection activity is included through the use of the ALC cost 

curves. 

ALC, as an explicit activity, will also be used to maintain the reduced leakage levels that we have already 

achieved, and which will result from the implementation of our preferred leakage options. For AMP7, we 

have developed ALC curves for each water resource zone (WRZ) that assess the steady state costs of 

maintaining leakage at decreasing levels.  All additional transitional costs associated with the 
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implementation of new ALC policy options and capabilities (ie, costs of deployment of new technology, 

network improvements) are therefore described in the following options. 

Costs efficiencies of 10% per AMP are applied in the modelling for all Leakage Detection and detected 

repair activity as a result of the implementation of the new policy options. 

3.2.1 Updated leakage cost curves 

We have updated our leakage cost curves to allow the levels of leakage to reduce to the target by the 

end of AMP12 achieving the leakage figure of 45.3 Ml/d. 

3.3 Options to reduce leakage levels 

3.3.1 Leakage reduction ambition  

In its draft methodology for the PR19 price review5, Ofwat included an expectation for companies’ 

performance on leakage to either include a reduction in leakage by 15 per cent by 2025; or for its 

performance to be within the upper quartile of the industry’s performance on leakage per property per 

day values.  

The analysis of our relative performance (Figure 3 on page 12) shows that our leakage performance is 

already within the upper quartile. Our base year performance is 35 per cent above the policy minimum 

leakage and our leakage level is already 21.8 Ml/d below our current SELL (110.4 Ml/d for AMP6). 

Since 2000-01 we have reduced leakage by 23%. To drive leakage even further beyond our SELL we 

must consider options which are both innovative and effective in reducing the policy minimum leakage, 

and consider the extent to which this is supported by customers. We have also considered the wider 

benefits of options, such as reducing the number of interruptions to customers and providing more 

information to customers to help them manage their consumption. 

The final selection of options for implementation during the lifetime of WRMP19 is guided by 

representations on the dWRMP and the regulatory expectations and take into account the preferences 

and support of our customers, via our research on their priorities and willingness to pay for investment. 

It is also informed by the comparative cost-effectiveness of leakage reductions versus other modelled 

demand management and supply options. All leakage options put forward for modelling, together with 

their estimated costs and benefits, are listed in Table 13 and described in more detail in following 

subsections. The selected options are described in WRMP19, Section 9, Our Preferred Plan. 

                                                
 

5 Delivering Water 2020: Consulting on our methodology for the 2019 price review. Ofwat, July 2017 
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Table 13: Capex costs and benefits of WRMP19 leakage options available to the model 

Leakage option 
Capex cost 

(£,000) 

Overall 
WRMP19 
benefit 
(Ml/d) 

AMP 7-8 
benefit 
(Ml/d) 

AMP 9 
and 

beyond 
benefit 
(Ml/d) 

Smart networks programme 1 £5,575 4.09 4.09 - 

Calm networks programme 1 £3,150 2.40 2.40 - 

New technology implementation £850 0.75 0.75 - 

Trunk main metering improvements £2,500 2.00 2.00 - 

DMA integrity £2,500 1.25 1.25 - 

DMA remainder improvement £648 0.48 0.48 - 

Communication pipe replacement* £0 1.73 1.73 - 

Pressure boosters for customers £400 0.50 0.50 - 

Calm networks programme 2 £3,150 2.40 2.40 - 

Smart networks programme 2 £5,573 4.09 4.09 - 

Mains replacement £1,212,342 24.00 - 24.00 

Grand total £1,236,690 43.69 19.69 24.00 

*The costs of this option are operational costs only 

3.3.2 Phasing of options across the planning horizon 

The reductions (except for mains replacement) offered to the model amount to a further 22% against 

our baseline level of leakage at a cost of £24,348,380. Mains replacement options offer further 27% 

reductions at a cost of £1,212,342,000. Clearly, there is a huge difference in cost-effectiveness between 

mains replacement and the other options modelled, which is why its use is left to the latter parts of the 

planning horizon. 

3.3.3 Smart water networks 

A new leakage focus team will provide an advanced leakage delivery capability and super validation 

expertise. Increased monitoring and analysis will also enable faster decision making and resource 

deployment. 

Approximately one pressure sensor per 200 properties will be installed to enable SWN - some 3000 

sensors in all.  An additional 2000 acoustic loggers will be deployed across 40 DMAs providing the 

latest advanced technology, while permanent asset condition monitoring equipment (under trial in year 

3 of AMP6) will be put in place across critical assets such as large distribution mains, trunk mains and 

service reservoirs. 

Systems will be integrated to process data for reactive alarms more quickly - we are currently 

evaluating best methods for achieving the integration.  Real time network modelling will improve leak 

detection, particularly for hidden/long running small leaks.  More extensive night use data will improve 
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our understanding of this for both households and non-households, and help in setting more robust 

spatial and seasonal allowances.  These performances will be improved by Advanced Metering 

Infrastructure (AMI) what will enable more granular water consumption reading. 

3.3.4 Calm networks 

The team will focus on optimising existing pressure management assets, reviewing available PRV and 

pumping technologies along with the assessment of best available products and approaches.  

Equipment trials for burst reduction will be undertaken during the remainder of AMP6. This, along with 

a high frequency logging and monitoring campaign will improve our knowledge of the surge 

phenomena.  Installation of surge anticipation valves across some ten sites will reduce bursts.  A 

further hundred sites will benefit from increased pressure regulating valve control. Pump control 

together with slow start/stop systems on high lift pumps will reduce leaks that are due to pressure 

surges and fluctuations. 

Met Office demand forecasting in combination with the calmer network will also reduce power and 

chemical costs. 

3.3.5 New technology implementation 

We estimate that implementing new technology will achieve further leakage reductions of around 0.75 

Ml/d over the lifetime of WRMP19 at a cost of approximately £850,000. 

In the option costs, we have allowed for a member of staff dedicated to identifying new technologies 

for leak identification and location, and for rolling out enhanced training to around fifty staff. 

New technologies will be trialled, and the most effective ones will be selected for field deployment. 

3.3.6 Trunk main metering  

Trunk main metering is estimated to provide leakage reductions of around 2 Ml/d over the lifetime of 

WRMP19 at a cost of approximately £2,501,000. 

The option includes improvements in trunk main metering and deployment of level monitoring in 

reservoir cells, which will enhance our leakage management capabilities. 

A review of our trunk main network will enable further reservoir monitoring and trend analysis data to 

be collated. We also intend to comprehensively update the asset data on all our trunk main assets in 

combination with critical valve checks. 

3.3.7 Pressure boosters for customers 

We estimate that boosters for customers can provide leakage reductions of around 0.5 Ml/d over the 

lifetime of WRMP19 at a cost of approximately £400,000. 

This will involve the installation of local booster systems to around 15 customer properties to resolve 

pressure issues associated with the individual properties’ constraints.  Resolution of these individual 

site issues will then enable a wider network pressure management approach to be implemented, 

delivering sustainable leakage savings. 

3.3.8 DMA integrity improvements 

Further DMA integrity improvements offer an estimated reduction in leakage of around 1.25 Ml/d over 

the lifetime of WRMP19 at a cost of approximately £2,500,000. 
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We will undertake phase two of DMA validation (phase 1 was undertaken in AMP6), assuring the 

validity of DMA data, checking property counts, testing meters and proving DMAs.  This will further 

improve our confidence in DMA data and integrity, further increase levels of operability and inform 

more targeted investment needs. Our goal is to achieve a minimum operability level of 95 per cent, 

with 100 per cent of DMAs in an operable condition; and only reactive maintenance issues leading to 

our network being inoperable. 

3.3.9 DMA remainder improvement programme 

We estimate that the DMA remainder programme can provide leakage reduction of around 0.65 Ml/d 

over the lifetime of WRMP19 at a cost of approximately £648,000. 

There are some 200 small meters in our network outside of DMAs already, but meter replacement and 

GPRS loggers are required to improve their use. 

This work will enable permanent monitoring of the remaining non-DMA areas (the remainders) on the 

network and allow efficient targeting of ALC resources and reduced leak run times.  A possible added 

benefit may be that Aquanet monitoring will pinpoint previously unidentified leakage. 

3.3.10 Communication pipe replacement 

We estimate that communication pipe replacement would reduce leakage levels by around 1.7 Ml/d 

over the lifetime of WRMP19. There are no capital costs associated with this option but the estimated 

OPEX cost is approximately £1,860,000. 

This will involve a leakage driven, targeted replacement programme of an estimated 2,000 

communication pipes which we have determined as being achievable having reviewed this proposed 

activity with operational colleagues. 

3.4 Achieving a 50 per cent reduction in leakage by 2050 

The currently available leakage options outlined above can achieve a maximum reduction in leakage 

of 22 per cent (19.7 Ml/d) by the end of AMP8, based on our current baseline leakage of 87.7Ml/d. To 

achieve a reduction of 50 per cent by the end of AMP12 (2050) would require additional options from 

AMP9 onwards to increase our savings from 18.6 Ml/d to 43.4 Ml/d. This is summarised in the table 

below. 

Table 14: Additional leakage reductions required to reach the 50% target by 2050 

  AMP7 AMP8 AMP9 AMP10 AMP11 AMP12 

Start leakage level (Ml/d) 87.7 75.1 82.4 80.6 81.3 82.6 

Total reduction (Ml/d 
cumulative) 

12.6 18.6 25.7 32.2 37.2 43.4 

End leakage (Ml/d) 75.1 69.1 62.0 55.6 50.5 44.3 

Reduction (%) 14.3% 21.2% 29.3% 36.7% 42.4% 49.4% 

Reduction in period (Ml/d) 12.6 6.0 7.1 6.4 5.1 6.2 

 

3.4.1 Make-up of new options 

Our strategy to achieve a saving of 6 Ml/d per AMP from AMP9 to AMP12 relies on a mains 

replacement programme. The assumptions and costs that have been used for this strategy have been 

extrapolated from previous Pioneer modelling work carried out to assess “Willingness to Pay” for 
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increasing levels of leakage reduction. The costs and savings for these additional options are 

summarised in the table below 

Table 15: Costs and benefits of mains replacement 

Period Saving Available Capex cost (£k) 

AMP9 (2030-35) 6 Ml/d £61,417 

AMP10 (2035-40) 6 Ml/d £293,831 

AMP11 (2040-45) 6 Ml/d £395,151 

AMP12 (2045-50) 6 Ml/d £461,887 

Total 24 Ml/d £1,212,342 
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4. Model results and approach 

4.1 Our preferred plan 

 

The table below shows the savings from the schemes in our preferred plan. 

Table 16: Leakage Options in the Preferred Plan 

Cumulative savings (Ml/d) 2020-24 2025-29 By 2044 By 2079 

Boosters for customers 0.11 0.27 0.36 0.36 

Calm network programme 1.96 4.36 4.70 4.70 

Communications pipe replacement 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.66 

DMA integrity 0.77 1.10 1.25 1.25 

DMA remainder improvements 0.11 0.12 0.35 0.35 

New technology implementation 0.60 0.69 0.69 0.69 

Smart network programme 6.33 7.84 7.84 7.84 

TM metering improvements 1.07 1.88 1.88 1.88 

Mains renewals 0.00 0.00 17.81 24.00 

Totals 12.61 17.92 36.54 42.73 
 

The costs of leakage options in the preferred plan are shown below. 

Table 17: NPV of Leakage Costs in the Preferred Plan 

NPV Costs (£m) 2020-24 2025-29 By 2044 By 2079 

Capex 15.8 21.9 423.1 607.0 

Opex 9.9 18.9 33.3 47.8 

Totex 25.8 40.8 456.4 654.8 

4.2 Comparison between preferred plan and alternative scenarios 

Our economic modelling for dWRMP showed that our least cost plan included a maximum of 7.3 Ml/d 

of leakage reductions including 3.8 Ml/d reduction by the end of AMP7 (2025).  However, when we 

took into account customers’ preferences and the SEA, our dWRMP preferred plan included further 

leakage reductions, so that the maximum amount of leakage was 14.0 Ml/d. 

Although we have included a 15% reduction in AMP7 and 50% reduction by 2050 in our preferred plan 

we are concerned that there is risk achieving this given that it requires new technology which has not 

been extensively tested. To ensure this does not cause a reduction in levels of service we have 

discussed with our regulators that we will include some of this leakage reduction as resilience in our 

supply demand balance, rather than as reductions to the final plan demand forecast.  This is described 

in Appendix 8. 
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Table 18: NPV costs and benefits of WRMP19 leakage options 

Scenario 
Leakage 

reduction by 
2024 (Ml/d) 

Leakage 
reduction by 
2079 (Ml/d) 

NPV 
Capex 
(£m) 

NPV 
Opex 
(£m) 

NPV 
Totex 
(£m) 

Least cost plan (dWRMP) 3.8 14.0 17.8 16.4 34.2 

Preferred plan  (fWRMP) 12.6 42.7 607.0 47.8 654.8 

Impact on SELL 

We have developed the SELL using the economic optimisation tool to ensure that our calculation 

takes into account the long term supply demand balance and the cost of alternative options (such as 

supply options and water efficiency). 

The graph shows how the SELL changes with time as the supply demand balance and leakage option 

costs change. 

Figure 10:  How we will maintain leakage well below SELL levels.   

 

Predicting leakage costs at levels so far below previously achieved levels of leakage is uncertain.   

The figure below shows the range of uncertainty in the SELL based on an assumed uncertainty in 

repair costs, however these will need to be updated as we reduce leakage and identify the true costs 

or reducing and maintaining leakage at historically low levels. 
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Figure 11:  The range of SELL.   

 

Our next major review of WRMP strategy will be undertaken as part of WRMP24.  We have effectively 

already moved away from the SELL as a method for establishing leakage targets, agreeing 

challenging targets in cooperation with our customers and regulators. To reflect the pressures on 

resources in our area we have been managing leakage levels below our current SELL since APR 

2002.  We continue to support Leakage Reporting and Target Setting methodologies through active 

involvement in Water UK and UKWIR led projects. 

4.3 Leakage target setting in our business plan 

As we have set out in Section 4.1, we have updated our WRMP to take on board the challenges set by 

regulators and stakeholders in their representations 

While our approach to setting Outcome Delivery Incentives (ODIs) in our business plan is still to be 

finalised, we recognise that we need to continue to innovate to reduce leakage. We propose that in 

our business plan the leakage reduction targets in our preferred plan will be our performance 

commitments. In addition we propose to challenge ourselves to aim for larger leakage reductions with 

incentives to meet these challenging targets and penalties for failing to meet them. This means that as 

with this current AMP, we expect to outperform the performance commitments agreed with Ofwat. We 

will develop this approach and provide more information in our business plan. 



 

 

 

 

 

 


